We study experimentally and theoretically the optimization of surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) from nanoplasmonic clusters of gold nanoparticles separated by a fixed subnanometer gap. To maximize the enhancement we discuss how the optimal cluster size is influenced by the constituent nanoparticle size and illumination wavelength. We find good qualitative agreement between the experimental SERS from nanoparticle clusters and a simple composite model that describes the response of the full cluster as arising from a composition of linear nanochains. For fixed illumination wavelengths encountered experimentally it is best to choose a cluster size that supports its lowest energy resonance near this wavelength. Our chain simulations indicate the existence of an optimal length also when the illumination laser is continuously tuned to the frequency that maximizes the signal. We explain the optimal length under these illumination conditions with a simple model that accounts explicitly for radiative losses.
■ INTRODUCTION
Self-assembling clusters of plasmonic nanoparticles are routinely harnessed for sensing applications when a localized and enhanced electric field is required at the nanoscale. Owing to the chemical inertness and biocompatibility of gold, as well as the large field enhancement which can be excited at optical wavelengths, gold nanoparticle clusters are widely used for a plethora of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based sensing strategies.
The resonant coupling of light to the free electrons within a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) leads to the localization and enhancement of the optical field in the form of a plasmon resonance. The coupling of such plasmons across a nanojunction gives rise to a strongly coupled resonance known as a gap plasmon.
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For SERS from nanoparticle clusters, large electromagnetic enhancements up to ×10 10 are generated by gap plasmons within the nanojunctions. 4−6 The gap plasmon resonance and enhancement are exquisitely sensitive to the nanoparticle separation, with strongest enhancements for nanoscale gaps, and so efficient use for SERS benefits from control over the nanojunction gap width. 7 Moreover, the confinement of the fields to the small volume of the gap 3 can be exploited for highly localized sensing of molecules at ultralow concentrations 8−11 and even single-molecule detection. 12−18 Furthermore, recent efforts have demonstrated the monitoring of chemical reactions localized in situ within the nanogap via gap plasmon-enhanced SERS 19, 20 and also mapping of individual molecules. 21 In characterizing SERS from nanoparticle clusters, recent studies have examined individual aspects of the problem such as nanoparticle size, nanojunction width, cluster mass and peak optical extinction to identify the optimal features. 22−26 While SERS from plasmonic clusters is well established, a simple model to predict the nanocluster SERS is challenging, particularly for nanometric gaps much smaller than the particle diameter. A collective model that describes all factors is thus sought. 27 The inherent difficulty of interpreting SERS from the nanoparticle clusters lies primarily with the complicated quasifractal topology of the cluster itself. The measured SERS from the cluster arises in principle from the interactions between all aggregated particles within this random fractal arrangement. While full electromagnetic modeling is a possible route to a complete description of the plasmonics from the nanocluster, 28−32 such computations are challenging and the actual precise nanocluster is hard to define in the problem. In contrast, in experiments one often needs to account for a large ensemble average of nanoclusters whose morphology is only characterized via general descriptive parameters, and so an effective global description is desirable. 33 In this work, we present systematic in situ Raman measurements of growing clusters of spherical particles illuminated at two different wavelengths and separated by narrow fixed gaps to analyze the effect of both particle and aggregate size upon the SERS signal. We interpret the experimental results using the embedded chain model (ECM), proposed in our previous work. 19, 28 Further, we combine simulations with a simple semianalytical model to analyze the influence of radiative losses on the SERS signal from chains illuminated at resonance.
■ EMBEDDED CHAIN MODEL FOR NANOCLUSTER GAP PLASMONS
In this study, aggregation of AuNPs in water is induced by the addition of cucurbit [5] uril (CB [5] ), where the CB [5] binds to the AuNP surface and acts as a rigid molecular spacer, defining the nanojunction separation to a rigid l gap of around 0.9 nm throughout the cluster, 34−36 shown in the inset of Figure 1a . CB [5] , and other members of the cucurbituril family, are hollow cages that are able to sequester analyte molecules within their interior. 37, 38 This enables the analyte molecule to be localized to the very center of the gold nanoparticle gap, where the enhanced field is strongest. The topology of the nanoparticle cluster formed under diffusion-limited aggregation is depicted schematically in Figure 1a as a two-dimensional projection. Our previous measurements of these nanoclusters presented a motif of linear, branch-like extensions with sparse density that is characterized by a low fractal dimension. 34, 39, 40 We summarize here the embedded chain model (ECM) used to understand the numerous coupled gap plasmon resonances within these nanoclusters. The chain description is used in this paper to conceptualize and interpret the optimization of the SERS for various nanoparticle and cluster sizes and also Raman excitation wavelength. Figure 1b presents a typical far-field extinction spectrum from a solution of AuNP:CB [5] nanoclusters (d = 30 nm) produced using our previously reported methods. 34 Three distinct plasmonic features appear in the extinction at wavelengths labeled λ agg , λ dim , and λ sp in which λ agg > λ dim > λ sp . Both λ agg and λ dim correspond to the central wavelength of two Lorenztians fitted to the extinction spectra following subtraction of the initial single-particle resonance (preaggregation), which shows a resonance at λ sp = 525 nm corresponding to the energy of the single-particle plasmon resonance. Further information on the preparation of the AuNP:CB [5] nanoclusters can be found in the Supporting Information.
These three spectral features identified can be interpreted using the embedded chain model. In this framework, the cluster is described as a composite of noninteracting chains of different lengths, where these three different types of structures each contribute to the observed extinction ( Figure 1a) . The longitudinal modes of the longer chains give rise to the longest wavelength peak at λ agg . Pairs of particles situated mostly at the exterior of the aggregate can act as optical dimers, giving a longitudinal plasmonic signature at λ dim . Lastly, λ sp is associated with single particles, either physically isolated or essentially uncoupled with the rest of the cluster for a given polarization, or with the transverse modes of the chains. 34 The long-wavelength mode of the nanocluster (which we refer to as the "chain mode") is of particular interest for SERS as the resonance wavelength may be tuned across the visible range by controlling the extent of aggregation. The evolution of λ agg during AuNP:CB [5] aggregation is presented in Figure 1c (solid circles) for d = 30 nm in which a significant red shift in the plasmon mode is apparent, leading to an eventual saturation of the resonance wavelength. In the ECM, λ agg is interpreted as arising from long-chain structures, where the red shift in wavelength corresponds to an increase in the length of the chains. Many disordered chains of different length should in principle contribute to the plasmonic response, but it is useful to interpret the features at λ agg as the response of longitudinal modes of straight chains of a single effective length N p and same gap separation distance l gap = 0.9 nm (which we show below is a good approximation). Here, N p is defined as the length of a straight chain with resonance λ ch equal to λ agg . It is thus particularly interesting to compare λ agg with the resonant wavelength λ ch of various particle lengths (N ch ).
The chain plasmon modes (λ ch ) calculated from a compositionally similar nanochain are presented in Figure 1c (open square) for various chain lengths (N ch ). All calculations in the paper are performed using the boundary element method (BEM) assuming water as the surrounding medium (permittivity ε wat = 1.77) and field polarization along the axis of the chains. 41, 42 As desired, good correlation is found for the resonant wavelength of the long-wavelength mode: λ agg evolves with time in a similar manner as λ ch evolves with the length of the chains, including the tendency for mode saturation toward a similar resonant wavelength (saturating for chains at N ch = 10− 16). 43, 44 Figure 1d illustrates the use of the ECM for different monomer diameters composing large AuNP:CB [5] clusters for which the nanocluster growth is sufficient for λ agg to be close to saturation. The cluster modes λ sp , λ dim , and λ agg obtained from the measurements agree well with the calculated values for a single sphere, a dimer, and a long chain (N ch = 16), respectively. 19 Notably, to reach this agreement it was not necessary to consider in the calculations the significant disorder characterizing self-assembled aggregates, because the optical response of The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article chains appears to be rather insensitive to the presence of disorder in the form of moderate bends and kinks. 28 The coupled chain resonances do depend strongly on the widths of the gap and diameter of the particles, but the size distribution of these parameters is narrow and well controlled in the AuNP:CB [5] aggregates.
To summarize, while diffusion-limited clusters would contain chains of various lengths, we found it sufficient in the context of the ECM to consider just the longest grown chains associated with the measured long-wavelength plasmon mode (in addition to the contribution near λ sp of the monomers and transverse modes and, most significantly, of the dimers resonant at ∼λ dim that are typically found at the periphery of the clusters). 28, 45 We believe the ECM is valid for different materials 32 and gap distances, as long as the structures are dendritic, the interaction sufficiently large and similar across all gaps, and the particles not too large (d ≲ 100 nm). The embedded chain model appears to be a useful framework to characterize the gap plasmons within dendritic nanoparticle clusters with wellcontrolled gaps. In Figure 1 , as in our previous work, the model was applied to far-field measurements. In the following we use the ECM to interpret the nanocluster SERS which originates from the near-field gap plasmon modes within the resonant nanojunctions.
■ NEAR-FIELD RESPONSE OF NANOCHAINS
We first illustrate the behavior of the near field within the gaps by looking at simple linear nanochains of increasing length for d = 30 nm (Figure 2a) .
The strong resonant fields are confined to the proximity of the chain with particularly strong local intensity at the gaps, as presented in Figure 2b . We define the enhancement factor (EF) of a nanojunction gap plasmon at a particular gap as EF = (|E gap |/|E 0 |), where E 0 is the excitation field amplitude and E gap the gap plasmon field in the center of the nanojunction. We obtain the average field enhancement (EF) across all N ch − 1 nanojunctions of the nanochain at wavelength λ as
in which i denotes the junction index, the position of the i th gap along the chain.
The optimization can be divided into two schemes based on the choice for the excitation wavelength λ. In the first scenario we consider excitation at a f ixed wavelength, a condition that is a common experimental constraint. Alternatively, we also consider the example where we excite each nanochain at its chain plasmon resonance, a condition we describe as being perfectly tuned. To quantify the match between excitation wavelength and plasmon mode we introduce the detuning parameter, Λ, defined as
where λ res = λ ch for the nanochain or λ res = λ agg for the experimental nanocluster. In principle, λ res can be defined as the peak mode from either the far or the near-field spectra; the choice should change the exact λ res to only a small extent. 46−48 In this work, unless otherwise stated, we use the extinction peak, which can be easily obtained for both theory and experiment.
The mean field enhancement factor (EF) as a function of N ch for d = 30 nm and the CB [5] particle spacing (l gap = 0.9 nm) is illustrated in Figure 2c . We consider excitation at the longitudinal plasmon resonance of the chain (Λ = 0 for all lengths, solid triangles) and at fixed wavelength of either λ = 633 (solid squares) or 785 nm (solid circles). The resonant wavelengths for all lengths are also indicated (open circles), showing a monotonic increase that saturates for long chains. 43 In all cases, the EF remains relatively constant for N ch ≳ 10, which can be linked to the saturation of the resonant wavelength λ ch for these lengths.
For λ = 633 nm, the optimization with N ch is peaked around N ch = 3, the length for which the chain resonance is close to the illumination wavelength. For illumination in the near-infrared (NIR), λ = 785 nm, the detuning diminishes with increasing N ch and the enhancement is optimized for the larger chains. Thus, for both fixed wavelengths it is convenient to tune the resonant frequency of the chain near the illumination wavelength to optimize EF.
Perhaps more unexpectedly, the EF, when under perfect tuning Λ = 0 for all lengths, does not increase monotonically with a progressively longer chain, as might be expected. In the example of Figure 2c , the optimal chain length is found to be a quadrameric chain (N ch = 4). For the particular diameter d = 30 nm considered here, the decrease for larger N ch is small, with EF of the order ≈ 250 even for the suboptimal long chains, which are still of practical use. We interpret further below the presence of an optimal length as a consequence of nonradiative losses.
To conclude this example, we briefly exemplify the dependence of the SERS enhancement on the wavelength shift ν (in wavenumbers) induced by the Raman vibration. To a simple approximation, the Raman signal is proportional to the fourth power of the local electric field, but a better approximation considers the enhancement at both the illumination λ and the out-coupled λ′ (here Stokes shifted) wavelength. We define the calculated SERS intensity enhancement I SERS as 
Here we again average over the contribution from each gap of the chain, where we assumed that the photons from different junctions are emitted incoherently. 49, 50 For a large Stokes shift ν = 2000 cm −1 (encompassing the edge of the experimental Raman "fingerprint" region) and with λ = 600−800 nm, the difference in energy of the incoming and scattered light would vary on the order of ∼15%. This difference is comparable to the spectral width of the resonance from the nanochains, and thus, we expect a moderate dependence of the SERS enhancement on the Stokes shift. To consider this dependence, the SERS calculated for several Stokes shifts from the model d = 30 nm nanochains is presented in Figure 2d and 2e.
In varying the Stokes shift ν the change in the SERS yield is indeed moderate for the two illumination frequencies considered, λ = 633 (Figure 2d , but in this case the optimal length exhibits some dependence on ν. Larger ν require longer optimal chains so that the photons emitted at increasingly larger wavelengths are less strongly detuned with respect to the long-chain resonances. The Stokes shift also modifies the strength of the emitted signal for both excitation wavelengths, but the change is generally smaller than one order of magnitude, which is relatively small in the context of SERS. In the following section we will consider a Stokes shift of ν = 826 cm
, corresponding to a signature experimental CB [5] stretching mode. 51 
■ OPTIMIZING SERS BY MINIMIZING DETUNING (Λ → 0) FOR A FIXED ILLUMINATION WAVELENGTH
In this section, we examine optimization of SERS for a constraint of fixed illumination wavelength. We extend the example considered in Figure 2 to complex experimental AuNP:CB [5] nanoclusters of different sizes, applying the chain calculations and the ECM to interpret our measurements.
We measure the extinction from the AuNP:CB [5] nanocluster solution throughout aggregation and measure the integrated SERS signal of the aforementioned signature CB [5] Raman vibration mode to quantify the SERS enhancement (Supporting Information S2). The SERS signal is expected to be dominated by the CB [5] situated at the center of the nanojunctions (Figure 2b) where the enhanced field is strongest.
The long-wavelength resonance of the nanocluster is related to the extent that the nanoparticles are aggregated, which is itself related to the rate at which the particles coagulate. It should be noted that in Figure 3 the concentration of CB [5] used is lower than that used in Figure 1d to obtain a slower rate of aggregation (but still falling within the fast diffusion-limited regime), which makes possible measurement of the SERS signal during the different stages of growth. Consequently, the chains within the growing aggregates do not necessarily reach the same lengths as before, which directly affects the maximum attained resonant wavelength as in Figure 1d .
Following the ECM, we associate the long-wavelength resonance of the nanocluster to a linear chain model. Thus, the experimental results for the growing clusters (Figure 3a and 3b) are compared with calculations of chains of increasing length for the same Stokes shift ν (Figure 3c and 3d) , the latter after averaging over all the l gap = 0.9 nm gaps according to eq 3. The evolution of the calculated average SERS enhancement is equivalent to the total SERS signal measured experimentally under the assumption that the number of contributing nanogaps remains constant, which appears to be a valid approximation for our clusters. 52 The electric field is parallel to the chains in the calculations to excite the longitudinal modes.
The results of this comparison are presented for λ = 633 nm (Figure 3a and 3c ) and 785 nm (Figure 3b and 3d) , plotted for different nanoparticle diameters as a function of the resonant wavelength of the long-wavelength peak of each aggregate (experiment, λ agg, or theory, λ ch ). Larger red shifts correspond to growing structures, as can be seen in the vertical axis, which gives the length of the calculated chain (N ch ) or the effective length of the chains in the experimental aggregate (N p ). Here N p , obtained from λ agg as previously discussed, is useful when considering the measured signal in terms of the length of the constituent chains within the aggregates. The normalized integrated SERS intensity of each cluster is represented in Figure 3 by the area of the respective marker for both calculations and theory. The size of both the smallest and the largest symbols is the same for all data sets, as we focus on the trends between these two limiting values, not on the magnitude of the change. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information gives the SERS intensity normalized to the maximum for reference.
A very good qualitative agreement is found when comparing the evolution of the SERS enhancement with λ agg from the experimental clusters and from the longitudinal modes of nanochains resonant at the same wavelength, i.e., we increase the length N ch of the chain to equal the effective lengths N p of long chains in the growing cluster. Notably, the measurements show a strong dependence of the optimal length on the diameter, which is nicely reflected by the calculations. Generally, the SERS enhancement is maximized when the detuning between the long-wavelength plasmon and the illumination is small. This is shown in Figure 3 by the large values obtained for all d when the plasmon resonance is near the excitation wavelength (dashed line). To be more precise, the maximum can generally be found at slightly larger wavelengths than λ because of the Stokes shift and the need to optimize the field enhancement at both input and output energy. The possibility to optimize SERS by minimizing the detuning with respect to the comparatively easy-to-track longwavelength extinction peak is of special interest for experiments.
According to the ECM, the optimization of the experimental signal for particular cluster sizes would then be explained by the presence of chains of effective length N p that are resonant with the illumination wavelength. 53 The results are thus consistent with the ECM, which we initially developed to explain the farfield signal. 28 Nonetheless, to better assess the validity of the ECM to interpret Raman measurements it is important to look at the more than just the maximum enhancement, because although the SERS and the far field can be essentially uncorrelated, 53 many models would predict a maximum SERS when illuminating near an extinction peak. Examining the decay of the Raman signal as the sizes deviate from the optimum, the agreement remains generally satisfactory, supporting the ECM interpretation. We find particularly good qualitative agreement for the smaller nanoparticles (d = 15 and 20 nm) of Figure 3 with λ = 633 nm and for sizes up to d ≈ 40 nm with λ = 785 nm.
In contrast, for particle diameters where the illumination wavelength excites more efficiently the lowest energy mode of short chains, the calculations predict a sharper decay of the SERS enhancement as the length increases than that observed experimentally from growing clusters. We stress that Figure 3 shows how the signal from a given cluster varies between its maximum and its minimum signal, not the absolute change. Notably, the change in the SERS from the experimental clusters in some cases can be much smaller than that calculated for the chains, for example, as seen with the largest particles (Supporting Information, Figure S3 ).
The ECM can also be used to qualitatively explain these disparities. Up to now, we compared the experimental signal with the calculations from single chains. However, according to the ECM, it is generally necessary to consider longitudinal modes for both the chains of longer effective length and also the dimers that appear at the periphery and remain within the cluster throughout aggregation. 34 The nanocluster dimers can give a persistent and significant contribution to the SERS as the cluster grows, in strong contrast to the long-chain modes whose contribution varies depending on the extent of detuning. Chains shorter than N p can also increase the background, while the SERS signal from single-particle and transverse modes should be minimal.
In conclusion, when the resonance that exhibits weaker detuning with respect to the illumination is the long-chain mode, the optimization of SERS can be accounted for by only considering the behavior of a single chain. This would be the case for the smaller nanoparticles presented in Figure 3a and 3b, particularly for λ = 785 nm. In general, however, one must consider the contribution both of the long embedded chains (containing N p particles) and of the dimers and other shorter chains. Under certain illumination conditions the latter may contribute significantly and even principally to the overall SERS. This may be expected in particular when the incident wavelength strongly excites the dimer or a short-chain resonance but not the long-chain mode, as for d ≥ 30 nm under λ = 633 nm, where the dimer optimizes the SERS enhancement. In this case, the contribution from peripheral dimers to the experimental signal would lead to a relatively slow decay of the signal as the cluster grows, in comparison with the faster decay for the calculations of the growing chains. Using the ECM we can interpret the measured signal as coming from the different structural chains within the cluster.
■ OPTIMIZING SERS WHEN Λ = 0: A SIMPLE MODEL
In Figure 3 the Raman excitation wavelength was kept constant and the optimization of SERS was achieved for sizes of the aggregate that support the long-wavelength resonance near this illumination frequency. An alternative scheme, and one which enables a larger SERS enhancement, is to change the Raman excitation wavelength as the structure grows so that it always corresponds to the plasmon resonance (Λ = 0). We consider now calculations of straight chains to better understand the SERS enhancement under these conditions. We model the chains with the experimental interparticle gap of 0.9 nm and for simplicity assume a Raman shift of ν = 0 cm −1 . The SERS intensity calculated as a function of chain length and diameter for perfect Raman tuning (Λ = 0) is presented in Figure 4a . The Raman excitation wavelength given in Figure 4a corresponds to the wavelength of largest SERS, i.e., in this section the detuning is defined as the difference between the illumination wavelength and the wavelength for maximum SERS enhancement, corresponding to the longest wavelength mode. Previously, small detuning could be somewhat favorable for SERS enhancement (particularly for large ν) because Λ was The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article defined with respect to the more easily measured extinction peak.
An essential result of Figure 4a is that for a given particle diameter the longest chain length is not necessarily optimal, 54 as might have been expected. For the smaller nanoparticles considered (d ∼ 10−20 nm) which scatter weakly, indeed longer chains result in a stronger enhancement. Surprisingly, however, for sufficiently large diameter particles (d ≥ 30 nm) long chains can be detrimental for yielding the largest SERS enhancement. For example, it is shown that for AuNPs with d = 60 nm, the optimal chain length is the dimer, with the SERS intensity significantly reduced when adding additional nanoparticles to the chain.
A first possibility to explain the existence of an optimal length is to consider nanochains as one-dimensional Fabry−Peŕot-like resonators. 54 Similar Fabry−Peŕot cavity models have also been used for related plasmonic structures. 55−58 In this formalism, reflections at the chain end result in a plasmon oscillation comprising the entire chain. A maximum in the field enhancement thus occurs when, after one complete oscillation, the chain length is such as to allow the accumulated round-trip phase to be an integer multiple of 2π. For these resonances to be important, the accumulated absorption and scattering losses should be sufficiently low. We believe, however, that for the gold chains discussed here, these Fabry−Peŕot-like resonator modes are strongly damped due to losses and cannot explain the results in Figure 4 .
We describe in the following an alternative "radiationcorrected" model in terms of a simple radiative (scattering) correction to the field enhancement of the chain. These radiation losses would reduce the signal for long chains of large particles 23, 54 leading to the behavior observed in Figure 4a . Before considering the full chain in this model, we initially introduce the simple case of a single sphere. 59−61 In the quasistatic approximation (λ ≫ d) the enhanced field, |E QS |, evaluated in this example at the point of largest enhancement, is given by
where ϵ H 2 O = 1.77 and ϵ Au are the dielectric permittivity of the surrounding water and gold, respectively, and |E QS | is normalized to the incident exciting field amplitude |E 0 |. The quasi-static dipole polarizability of the nanoparticle, α QS , is given by
These quasi-static expressions do not include the effect of scattering losses. To account for these losses we introduce a simple and often used radiative correction is the wavevector of the radiation in water. Alternative approaches to introduce scattering losses have also been proposed. 63, 64 For the nanochains, incorporating an accurate radiative correction would require a careful treatment. 65 Instead, we follow here a first-order approximation using the same radiative correction (eq 6) as for the single sphere. The intention of this approach is to reproduce the main trends as the length of the chains and the size of the spheres are increased, without attempting exact quantitative agreement.
As a first step to understand the scale of this contribution, we scale down all dimensions of the chain by a scale factor f = 0.1 to largely suppress radiative losses. The parameter f should be sufficiently small for the scaled-down chains to be approximately in the quasi-static regime. To relate the resulting scaleddown quasi-static polarizability (α sd QS ) to the quasi-static polarizability (α QS ) of the chain being analyzed, we use the expression for dipolar modes in single particles
Further, using as a reference the behavior of simple systems, we consider the quasi-static fields to be size independent, such that before including retardation the enhancement of the scaled down (E sd QS ) and normal sized (E QS ) chains are identical
Both α sd QS and E sd QS are obtained from full-electromagnetic BEM simulations of the scaled-down system. In particular, the scaled dipole polarizability α sd QS may be approximated from calculation of the extinction σ ext and scattering σ sca cross-section
and α πσ | | = k 6 sd QS sca 2 (10) In which Im() denotes the imaginary part. A subtlety in eq 9 is that σ ext is used instead of the often-used absorption cross section σ abs because the scaled-down simulations do not completely suppress scattering. 66 In our case, this change modifies the results only negligibly. From α sd QS and E sd QS , the field enhancement before (E QS = E sd QS ) and after radiative correction (E RC ) is obtained using eqs 6−8. From E QS and E
RC
, it is then straightforward to get the corresponding Raman enhancement using eq 3. We refer to the two sets of results as the "quasistatic" and "radiation-corrected" signals, respectively.
We present the resulting quasi-static ( Figure 4b ) and radiation-corrected (Figure 4c ) SERS intensity for nanochains of various lengths and particle sizes, evaluated at the wavelength indicated by the horizontal axis. This wavelength corresponds in both cases to the quasi-static SERS peak to avoid unphysical distortions of the spectra that can be introduced by our simplified radiative correction. The evolution of the resulting SERS enhancement can then be compared with the rigorous results by numerical simulation shown in Figure 4a at their corresponding resonant wavelength.
First, we note that for sufficiently large particles there is a clear deviation between the wavelength λ that optimizes SERS found from rigorous calculation (Figure 4a ) and from the quasistatic results (used for both Figure 4b and 4c) . We attribute these differences to the contribution to the interaction from higher order modes. These modes can play a role in the full simulations of the larger particles but are expected to become much weaker in the scaled down system and thus in our quasistatic results. Neglecting this contribution to the interaction would explain the shorter resonant wavelengths. Here, however, we are interested in the qualitative evolution of SERS with N ch , which, as Figure 4c shows, can be well reproduced with the appropriate expressions that include radiation corrections.
Most notably, the evolution of the maximum SERS intensities with particle size and chain length shows very similar trends from our simple radiation-corrected model as for the rigorous calculations. In particular, both predict that similar chain lengths maximize SERS, with a smaller number of particles being favorable as the diameter increases, from large chains of d = 10−20 nm to dimers of d = 60 nm. This behavior is very different from the quasi-static result without radiative correction, which exhibits larger Raman signal for larger chains for all cases considered (see Figure 4b) . Further, our simple model not only captures the optimal length but also gives a reasonable prediction of the absolute Raman signal for all lengths and diameters of the nanoparticles.
The discussed behavior is summarized in Figure 4d and 4e. Figure 4d shows the optimal length and Figure 4e the corresponding SERS enhancement for this length at the optimal wavelength. The rigorous and radiation-corrected calculations, which incorporate the effect of the scattering losses in different manners, give qualitatively and quantitatively similar trends, with an optimal length that decreases as the diameter of the constituent particles increases, the dimer being optimal for d = 60 nm. In contrast, the quasi-static calculations find the strongest signal for the largest number of particles N ch = 16. Further, the radiation correction significantly reduces the total enhancement for the larger spheres, and so it emerges as an essential feature in modeling the nanochain SERS.
These findings support the dominant role of radiative losses in explaining the diameter-dependent optimal chain length for maximal Raman enhancement. The correction is negligible for small particles, where absorption strongly dominates over scattering, but becomes very substantial as the diameter of the spheres grows and the chain lengthens. An exact discussion may also need to consider that the frequency dependence of the dielectric function directly affects the quality factor of the resonances. 67 The radiative correction is expected to have a similar effect in the optimization of SERS for more complicated experimental clusters, especially taking into account the description of the aggregates in the embedded chain model as an ensemble of chains. However, for such many-chain clusters, additional effects such as super-radiance from closely situated chains scattering coherently may increase the radiative losses, requiring careful correction. 65, 68 ■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION In this work, we considered the problem of optimizing SERS from AuNP chains and clusters with fixed subnanometer gaps using two different schemes. In the first scheme, which considers a fixed SERS illumination wavelength, by performing measurements in real time during the aggregation of AuNP:CB [5] clusters, we correlate the SERS signal with the long-wavelength resonance from the extinction spectrum. Optimum SERS is found when the cluster is of a size that presents a long-wavelength resonance near the excitation The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article wavelength, an intuitive result that nonetheless cannot always be assumed. 53 The ability to predict optimal conditions in a growing cluster by using only the experimental far-field spectra allows advantageous feedback in design and control for sensing. We have shown how one may interpret nanocluster SERS using a simple embedded chain model that recasts the clusters into an appropriate ensemble of linear noninteracting nanochains.
While our focus is on the longest chains in the nanoclusters, it is also useful for a fuller account of SERS to consider the presence of dimer modes at the periphery of the cluster. A more complete description of the experimental branched clusters would consider the contribution of the off-as well as on-resonant embedded chains of many different lengths as well as the interactions between them. Such a fuller more complete description may be particularly convenient, for example, for more dense clusters such as those obtained from "reactionlimited" regimes, which are not considered in this work. 33 In a second approach, we find that when the Raman excitation wavelength can be freely tuned to a particular nanostructure, longer chains are still not necessarily optimal and the optimal length varies sensitively as a function of nanoparticle size. We attribute these observations to radiative losses that become large for long chains and larger particles. To test this explanation, we developed a simple radiation-corrected model to estimate the effects that the radiation losses have on the Raman signal. We find a very good agreement in the prediction of the optimal number of particles between the model and the exact calculations for all particle sizes considered. Similar considerations should apply to model real experimental nanoclusters, although obtaining the necessary radiative corrections remains a difficult task.
Nonetheless, we believe the findings in this work should apply to many different branched clusters, independent of plasmonic material and nanoparticle size, at least for moderate size, well-controlled gaps, and little variability between the constituent particles. This work thus provides a key bridge between exact electrodynamic simulations and simple models which are based on experimental spectroscopy. Equally, optimization of the nanocluster near-field presented in this work can also form the basis for improved performance of the nanoclusters when used in applications such as plasmonenhanced photochemistry and photocatalysis. 69 
